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SYMBIOCEUTICALS HARMONIZER COMFORT
The Aschoff-Test is an approved test method protected by patent in the Federal
Patent Department of Germany. In the Aschoff-Test the skin resistance of the ten ting
points of the proband`s left hand are metered with a device called the BIO OHM
TESTER.
The higher the skin resistance data is, the worse is the bio-energetical condition of the
proband.
The standard value of a healthy person runs at about 40 kilo ohm. But this value is
generally not achieved. Usually the value is up to 60 – 70 kilo ohm.
MP 1 – 10 are the 10 metering points on the fingers.
The first measurement is taken without the Harmonizer Comfort
(blue line in the graph)
The second measurement is taken with the Harmonizer Comfort.
(red line in the graph)
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The outcome:
The first reading already shows, that the proband`s (21 years old male) is exposed to
pathogenic sources of irritation, because the measured data is highly above the
normal standard of 40 kilo ohm. These sources have been traced back to
electromagnetic fields. This situation means a significant danger to health.
With the application of the Harmonizer Comfort the second reading shows an
improvement of the skin resistance data down to 40 kilo ohm, which is very
uncommon to find at all.
This allows only one conclusion:
The SYMBIOCEUTICALS HARMONIZER COMFORT generates a healthful
energy field, which completely neutralizes the bad effects from electromagnetic
energy fields (E-smog). The HARMONIZER COMFORT is a very valuable bioenergetic device.
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